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Abstract. The effectiveness of a system refers to the accuracy and 
completeness with which users achieve specified goals. These two aspects are 
interpreted as errors and completion in the context of usability testing. 
However, a holistic view of effectiveness is not straight forward to establish in 
a comparative test because the two measures focus on different aspects of user 
outputs. In this paper, we propose a predictive method to measure a system’s 
relative effectiveness based on its own performance prediction. We achieve it 
by using an adapted confusion matrix to establish a correlation model between 
the two measures. A real-world use case is provided to demonstrate the 
usefulness of our method in a comparative study of the two websites.  
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1 Introduction 

The definition of effectiveness considers two aspects with which users achieve 
specified goals: accuracy and completeness [1]. In usability testing, the two aspects 
are commonly interpreted by errors and completion respectively [2] and thus are often 
measured as error rate and task completion rate [3]. A practical understanding of 
effectiveness in the measurement is that the system should aim at low error 
occurrences and good task completions. However, there might exist other potential 
factors in a comparative study as the comparison is mainly done through using 
relevant usability metrics. Moreover, if a holistic view of effectiveness cannot be 
established, it will not be able to understand a system’s relative effectiveness 
appropriately, leading to an inaccurate comparison. 

A few approaches have been taken to address this issue. For example, ISO 
guideline introduced a single measure of effectiveness by multiplying accuracy and 
completeness (i.e., error rate × completion rate) but it also states that the formula only 
works when one measure can be traded off by the other. Alternatively, error-free rate, 
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which is defined as the percentage of participants who completed the task without any 
errors, can be used to understand the “quality” of completion in the context of errors 
[6]. The downside is also obvious: this measure works better only when all systems in 
the comparison have achieved good task completions [4]. Otherwise, the results are 
not convincible. Moreover, it can also establish the understanding within a more 
generic context by considering all key usability metrics. For example, effectiveness 
can be measured in conjunction with efficiency and/or satisfaction measures through a 
single, summated metric [7][8][9]. Since this process is commonly achieved by 
summing up individual metrics via a weighting scheme, the success of this method 
relies on choosing the appropriate scheme. However, such parameters for optimized 
weighting scheme are not trivial. 

In this paper, we propose a method to discover and measure a system’s relative 
effectiveness based on its own performance prediction. First, a correlation model is 
defined and then presented by adapting confusion matrix in Section 2. A case study 
demonstrating the use of the method in practice is provided in Section 3. Section 4 
presents results and discussion and Section 5 is the conclusion. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Correlation for Relative Effectiveness 

A holistic view of effectiveness is crucial for understanding a system’s relative 
effectiveness in comparative usability test. In order to establish this, it needs to 
correlate the measurements of errors and completion first. The link between errors 
and completion is not always obvious because errors are varied in different contexts. 
In fact, there are many ways to categorize errors for identifying potential usability 
problems. We take a widely used approach [5] by classifying errors into critical and 
non-critical errors based on their impact on task performance. The main difference 
between the two groups is that only critical errors will result in task incompletion as 
they represent unsolved errors.  

Let e represent an estimated upper bound of errors of a system and 0,  

where ErrorMax is the maximum number of errors happened when an individual user 
performs the task. If a system reported relatively the most task completions in [0, e], it 
indicates that relatively the fewest critical errors were made in the same interval, too. 
Then the system’s relative effectiveness can be considered as the performance it 
achieved with [0, e]. Moreover, when e is close to the lower boundary, it will also 
imply that most errors made by users are non-critical errors. In other words, the 
smaller e the system has, the better relative effectiveness it has achieved. Therefore, a 
system’s relative effectiveness can be understood in two steps: 

1. Predict the e for the system. 
2. Measure the performance of the system at the e. 
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2.2 Adapted Confusion Matrix 

Confusion matrix [10] is a predictive method widely used for understanding the 
performance of different classification algorithms (classifiers) in artificial 
intelligence, information retrieval and data mining. The core concept of this method is 
to compare the results of a classifier with established presets to understand how 
accurate the results are to these benchmarks. As illustrated in Table 1, this process is 
done by using a 2 × 2 matrix to visualize the differences between the true (presets) 
and predicted classes (classifiers). 

Table 1. A common confusion matrix 

 Prediction 
Positive Negative 

Actual Positive true positive cases (tp) false negative cases (fn) 
Negative false positive cases (fp) true negative cases (tn) 

 
In this matrix, each row represents an actual or observed class while each column 

represents a predicted class. Then each cell can be used to count the number of 
samples in the intersection for those classes. Four terms are used here:  

• True positive: true cases correctly identified; 
• False negative: true cases mistakenly identified as false ones; 
• True negative: false cases correctly identified; 
• False positive: false cases mistakenly identified.  

Once such a table is generated, it can easily visualize the performance of a classifier. 
Since it needs to find out at which e a system showed relatively the best effectiveness, 
it is clear that the classifier should be usability metrics used to measure errors. Here 
the number of errors is selected as it is one of the fundamental usability metrics. 
Moreover, since task completion is often determined with a binary measure, 
completion and incompletion can be used to present the concept of positive cases and 
negative cases. As discussed above, an adapted confusion matrix can therefore be 
established using the number of errors as classifiers and completion/incompletion as 
classes (Table 2). 

Table 2. Adapted confusion matrix with an estimated upper error bound as classifiers 

 Prediction 
Completion Incompletion 

Actual Completion true positive cases (tp) false negative cases (fn) 
Incompletion false positive cases (fp) true negative cases (tn) 

 
For a specific task, the number of errors made by a user on the system always 

belongs to [0, Errormax]. In other words, classifiers can be decided by picking up 
representative numbers of errors or error rates made by users as upper bounds. 
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2.3 Measurement 

The two standard terminologies used to analyze confusion matrix data are used with 
adapted interpretations. 

Recall is the proportion of completion correctly identified, which is calculated as: 

 

Recall represents how accurate predicted completions are found in the actual 
observation. It will grow when the upper error bound increases. This is because more 
completion in the observation will be included into the prediction. Therefore, for any 
given number of errors, the higher the recall, the more task completions were 
occurred.  

On the other hand, precision is the proportion of predicted completions that were 
correct, which is calculated as: 

 

It presents a different perspective as it considers how accurate the actual completions 
were predicted. For a given number of errors, the higher the precision, the less 
incompletion were found. Considering the fact that incompletion is mainly driven by 
critical errors, precision actually implies the proportion of critical errors found at the 
upper error bound. 

In order to find out the e of a system where it showed relatively the best 
effectiveness, it needs to identity at which upper error bound (classifier) the system 
reported relatively the highest recall and precision. The reason is obvious: relatively 
most task completions (recall) with least critical errors (precision) are shown at this 
boundary. In addition, the smaller the upper bound is, the fewer non-critical errors 
were reported. However, precision does not follow a similar linear progression as 
shown on recall when the upper bound increases. That is to say, when the recall is the 
highest, the precision is not always the highest. Thus, a balancing mechanism is 
needed. F1 score, which represents the harmonic mean of two numbers, is commonly 
used to provide a balanced view of high recall and precision, which is defined as 
follows: 2  

Hence, the highest F1 score can be used to identify and measure the e of a system to 
find out its relatively best effectiveness performance for comparison. 

3 Case Study 

A case study to compare the effectiveness of Play.com and Amazon.co.uk using this 
adapted confusion matrix method is presented in this section. Two tasks were 
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designed for reflecting some of the most common uses of e-commerce websites [11] 
with the consideration of task complexity as follows:  

1. Search the website to find out the cheapest 16GB SD card on sale.  
2. Browse the website to find out the best selling picture books for a 6 years old girl 

with a budget of 10 pounds. 

Task 1 is a bargain hunting type of task for known item purchase while Task 2 is a 
browsing and inspiration type of task for unknown item purchase. Considering the 
task complexity based on possible user actions and results, Task 1 is close and simple 
while Task 2 is semi-open and complex. 

3.1 Sample Size 

A total of 194 first-year computing students with an age between 18 and 24 from 
Bournemouth University were asked to take participate in this study where all of them 
responded that they had online shopping experience before in the background survey. 
The detailed sampling for each task is shown in Table 3 (Fisher’s Exact, p > 0.05). 

Table 3. Task sampling for websites 

 Task 1 Task 2 

Play.com 55 53 
Amazon.co.uk 46 40 

3.2 Data Collection 

Key performance data were collected and recorded by volunteer observers sitting next 
to a participant during the test using Google Docs. 

3.3 Usability Metrics Defined 

Errors were defined by following Sauro’s approach [13]. That is, an error is 
considered as a user’s attempt led by a mouse click which was not needed for error-
free task completion with the minimal effort. Here the minimal effort was pre-
determined by considering all possibilities of landing pages and it was measured as 
key ‘checkpoints’ based on task analysis . This is particularly important to Task 2 as 
users may choose different categories reflecting their personal interests to start 
browsing. Error rate was chosen as the usability metric to measure errors, which was 
defined as the percentage of these attempts made by participants during the process of 
task completion. For example, if the minimal efforts were 4 attempts while 5 attempts 
were taken by a user, the error rate will be 10%. 

Completion was calculated in a binary measure [12]. That is, a completion (by a 
participant) was considered only when he/she achieved the correct outcome based on 
the success criteria. For example, if the expected product of Task 1 was found in the 
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user test, it will be considered as a success (completion).  It should note that there 
were a few products expected for Task 2 because Task 2 is a semi-open task with 
various landing categories. Then a completion was decided based on the user’s 
landing category. In addition, task completion rate, which is defined as the percentage 
of participants who successfully completed the tasks, was also measured to provide an 
overview of completion. 

3.4 Confusion Matrix Setting 

For illustration purpose, error rates were used as the classifiers of the adapted 
confusion matrix and their upper bounds were set from 0% to 99%. Note that 100% 
error rate found in a task indicates the task was not completed so there is no point to 
include it in the confusion matrix. 

4 Results and Discussion 

An overall view of results related to effectiveness measurement is illustrated in Fig. 1 
where CR stands for task completion rate and ER stands for error rate. 

 

Fig. 1. An overall view of errors and completion 

It is obvious that Play.com outperformed Amazon.co.uk in Task 1 as it achieved 
significantly lower error rate and higher task completion rate (82% and 51% vs. 16% 
and 68%). However, the two websites performed similarly in Task 2 which leads to a 
not straight forward justification. In detail, Play.com achieved 57% task completion 
rate with 59% error rate while Amazon.co.uk reported 55% with 61%.  
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4.1 Task 1 F1 Scores 

The F1 score (y-axis) trends over the set of error rate bounds (x-axis) for Task 1 is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. The findings are in line with what we have found in the 
descriptive data as Play.com outperformed Amazon.co.uk at all error rate bounds. 
Moreover, both websites reported highest F1 scores at 99% error rate (0.94 vs 0.28). 
Although Play.com obtained a significantly higher score, the error rate bound 
suggests that participants had to make more attempts on both websites in order to 
complete this task successfully. In addition, Play.com showed 0.29 at 0%, which 
means that error-free task completion was found on the website. 

 

Fig. 2. Task 1 F1 score trends 

4.2 Task 2 F1 Scores 

Figure 3 shows F1 score (y-axis) trends for Task 2. Play.com obtained the highest 
score at 60% and Amazon.co.uk obtained it at 90%. Since both scores are accurate 
enough (0.86 and 0.76) to represent the concept of high recall and precision, it suggest 
that Play.com has relatively better effectiveness than Amazon.co.uk as its upper error 
bound is lower. Again, Play.com showed error-free task completion (0%, 0.24) which 
was not found on Amazon.co.uk (0%, 0). 
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Fig. 3. Task 2 F1 score trends 

5 Conclusion 

A predictive method has been described to measure a system’s relative effectiveness 
in comparative studies by establishing a correlation between errors and completion 
and representing this concept with an adapted confusion matrix. It also uses F1 score, 
which is a simplified single measure, to predict the system’s relative effectiveness 
performance through a self-benchmarking process. Unlike other methods, this 
approach is more robust to the context and it does not require detailed error data 
recording. In fact, counting the number of errors or error rates will be sufficient with 
this method. This is particularly useful in remote, unmoderated testing environment. 
More importantly, the method is still based on the common understanding of 
effectiveness. It should note that the accuracy of measurement in the adapted 
confusion matrix relies on selecting an appropriate classifier. For example, error rates 
were chosen as classifiers in our case study rather than the number of errors because 
of the complexity of Task 2. In addition, when choosing referencing upper bounds, it 
should consider the representativeness of these values. Certainly, in order to 
generalize this method, more user studies focusing on different contexts (e.g., task 
difficulties) will be needed in the future. 
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